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Abstract-In this paper, we study the boundedness and monotomclty properties of solutions of 
the difference equation 
A(r,-l&,-l) + qn(A~n)” - ~4 = e,, 
where {rn}, {q,,}, {p,,}, and {e,} are real sequences and a and p are ratios of odd posltlve integers 
Examples lllustratmg our results are included @ 2001 Elsevler Science Ltd All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consrder the drfference equation 
A(r,-l&-l) + &%)B - P,Y,* = en, n E N, (1) 
where N = {1,2, }, A 1s the forward drfference operator defined by Ayn = yn+l - un, {rn) 1s a 
posrtrve real sequence, {qn} and {pn} are nonnegative real sequences, {e,} is any real sequence, 
and cr and p are ratios of odd posrtrve integers 
By a solutron of equation (l), we mean a real sequence {yn} satisfying equatron (1) for all n E N 
A solution {yn} of equation (1) 1s sard to be oscillatory rf it 1s neither eventually posrtrve nor 
eventually negative and nonoscrllatory otherwise 
Asymptotrc behavior of solutrons of second-order nonlinear difference equations has been stud- 
ied by many authors, see, for example, [l-11] and the references contamed therem However, 
rt seems that not much work has been done concernmg the asymptotic behavior of solutions 
of equation (1) with e, # 0 In [2], Cheng, Lr and Patula studied the asymptotrc behavior of 
solutrons of equation (1) with cr = 1, qn E 0, and e, = 0, Zhang [ll] drscussed the asymptotrc 
behavior of nonoscrllatory solutions of equation (1) when (Y = 1, r, G 1, qn E 0, and p, 5 0 for 
all n E N, and Thandapam, Graef and Spikes [8] studied the asymptotrc behavior of solutions 
of equation (1) with qn E 0, e, z 0, and a > 1 Motrvated by these observatrons, our arm m 
this paper 1s to obtain condrtrons for the boundedness and zero convergence of the solutions of 
equation (1) Moreover, examples rllustratmg the results are included 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
First, we consider equation (1) with qn G 0 and e, 2 0 for all n E N In some of the results, 
we allow {e,} to change sign For Q = 1, equation (1) reduces to 
A(r,-lA~,-l) - pnyn = e, (2) 
The correspondmg homogeneous equation 1s given by 
A(r,_,Az,_,) - p,zc, = 0 (3) 
Note that from a result due to Cheng, LI and Patula [2, Lemma 61 it follows that for every 
solution {f&} of (3), a sequence {rnAq5n} 1s unbounded If and only if 
/lr 2 2 y = cx) (4 
s=l kl 
If & > 0 for large n, then hm,,, r,A& = 0;) If and only if (4) holds 
Let {&} be a solution of equation (3) with u-&la1 condltlons 4~ > 0 and A$N > 0, N 2 1 
Hence, & > 0 for all n 2 N Clearly 
1s a solution of equation (3) and ({&}, {&}) f orms a basis for the lmear space of solutions of (3) 
It 1s easy to verify that 
s=N a=N 
1s a particular solution of (2) So any solution of (2) IS given by 
where X and p are real numbers 
THEOREM 1 Let p, > 0 for all n E N and (4) hold If {&} 1s unbounded such that 
n-1 
n L N, 
then every bounded solution of (2) tends to zero as n --+ 03 if and only $ hm,,, (en/p,) = 0 
PROOF Let {y,} be a bounded solution of (2) Then it can be written as 
Yn=Y:+W*+l&a 
n-1 n-1 n-l ., 
Since {yn} IS bounded and hm,,, & = CO, we have 
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X + 2 es& 
lim 
s=N 
=- 
12’03 rA-& 
From the above observations and the choice of {&}, It follows that r,A& + 00 as n --t 00 So 
using Stolz’s [12] theorem, we have 
lim yn = - llm en+l’n+l = - llm !%L 
n’m n--ra A(r&+M n+co Pn+1 
This completes the proof the theorem 
REMARK 1 From Theorem 4 of Cheng, LI and Patula [2], It follows that a solution {&} of (3) 
IS unbounded if and only if 
&m_ 2 f: +x, NEIY (5) 
s=N k=N 
Also a posltlve solution {I&} of (3) tends to 00 as n + co, if (4) holds and 
EXAMPLE 1 Consider the difference equations 
3n+4 
A(n(n + l)(n + ~)AY,-I) - 3(n + 1)~~ = n+2, n L 1, 
and 
A(n(n + l)(n + 2)Ax,_l) - 3(n + 1)x, = 0, n/l (6) 
With {&} = {n}, all the condltlons of Theorem 1 are satisfied Hence, all bounded solutions 
of equation (6) tend to zero as n -+ oo In particular, {yn} = {-l/(n + 2)) 1s a bounded 
nonosclllatory solution of (6) which tends to zero as n --) co 
THEOREM 2 Let {pn} be a posltwe real sequence and condltlon (4) hold If {&} IS unbounded 
such that 
lim 2 es& < oo, N E N, 
n--rc0 
s=N 
then every bounded solution of equation (2) tends to zero as n -+ cm 
PROOF Proceeding as m Theorem 1, we obtam 
X + 2 wPs 
lim yn = - lim s=N 0 
71’00 71+co r,A& = 
EXAMPLE 2 Consider the difference equations 
A(n(n + l)(n + 2)Ay,_l) - 3(n + 1)~~ = 
(-l)n+l 4n2 + 30n + 51 
(n+3)(n+4)(n+5) n+6 
and 
A(n(n + l)(n + 2)As,-1) - 3(n + 1)x, = 0, n>l (7) 
With {&} = {n}, t 1 1s easy to see that all condltlons of Theorem 2 are satisfied Hence, all 
bounded solutions of (7) tend to zero as n --+ 00 In particular, 
(-lP 
‘Yn’={ (n+l)(n+2)(n+3)(n+4)(n+5) > 
1s a bounded oscillatory solution of (7) which tends to zero as n + 00 
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COROLLARY 3 If {pn} IS a posltlve real sequence and e 71 2 0 for all n E N such that lim,,oo 
(e,/p,) = 0 and (4) and (5) hold, then all bounded solutions of (2) tend to zero m n -+ 03 
PROOF Let {&} b e a solution of (3) with the mltlal condltlons 4~ > 0 and A4, 2 0, N E N 
So {&} > 0 for all n 2 N Smce e, 2 0, we have 
s=N 
(or) hm C wh < 03, NEN 
n-+Co 
s=N 
In the first case, the conclusion follows from Theorem 1, and m the second case the result IS 
obtained from Theorem 2 
EXAMPLE 3 Consider the difference equation 
A (n : 2) Ayn-I > _&=I- 1 n + 1 n(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3) ’ n>l 
By Corollary 3 all bounded solutions of (8) tend to zero as n --+ 00 In fact {y,} = { -l/(n + 1)) 
1s a bounded solution of (8) which tends to zero as n --+ co 
THEOREM 4 Let C,“=, (l/r,) = co, CrYF=, pn = 00, and c,“=, lenl < 00 If {yn} LS a bounded 
nonosclllatory solution of equation (1) with qn z 0, then yn + 00 as n + 00 
PROOF Since {y,} 1s nonosclllatory, from the assumptions on {e,}, it follows that there 1s no 
loss in generality If we take {y,} to be eventually positive Let yn > 0 for n 2 N > 1 To prove 
the theorem, it 1s enough to show that hm,,, sup yn = 0 If possible, let hm,,, sup yn = k, 
lc > 0 We consider three cases, namely, 
(1) {Ayn} 1s eventually posltlve, 
(11) {Ayn} 1s oscillatory, and 
(111) {Ayn} 1s eventually negative 
Let Ayn > 0 for n 2 Nl 2 N Summmg equation (1) from Nl + 1 to n, we obtain 
s=N,+l s=N~+l s=Nl+l s=N~+l 
So, r,Ay, > 1 fol large n, which m turn implies that yn + co as n --+ co, a contradlctlon 
Now let {Ayn} b e oscillatory Summing equation (1) from Nl + 1 to n, we obtain 
n 12 71 12 
rnAYn =~NAYN + c PsY,* + c e, 2 rnrAyN +ma c p, - c le,l, 
s=N~+l s=N~+l s=N~+l s=N,+l 
where 0 < m I yVn for n 2 Nl From the hypothesis, we have Ayn > 0 for sufficiently large n 
However, this contradicts the oscillatory character of {Ayn} 
Finally, let {Ay,} b e eventually negative So there 1s an mteger N2 > N1 E N such that 
Ayn < 0 for n 2 N2 Summing equation (1) from N2 + 1 to n yields 
or 
-rivzAYivz - 2 lesl 
s=Nz+l ) 
So, k* = hm,,, sup y,~ 5 0, a contradlctlon Hence, the theorem is proved 
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THEOREM 5 Let e, > 0 for all n E M and 0 < a < 1 If 
then all eventually pomhve solutions of equation (1) are bounded. 
PROOF Let {yn} be an eventually posltlve solution of equation (1) such that yn > 0 for n 2 
N E N Let {Ay,} be oscillatory Then there exists an mteger N1 > N such that AY~,_~ > Cl 
or Ay~,_l = 0 First, consider the case Ay~~_l > 0 From equation (l), we have 
~N~AYN~ + qN1 (AYN~)’ = rN1-lA~~l-l + PN~Y~;, + eN1, (10) 
which imphes (TN1 + qN1(Ay~l)P-l)Ay~l > 0 Hence, AYN~ > 0 smce (TN1 + qN,(Ay~~)‘-l) 
1s posltlve By mductlon, we obtam Ayn > 0 for all n 2 Nl, a contradlctlon Next, we assume 
that Ay~~_l = 0 From (lo), we obtam AYN~ > 0 and hence, Ayn > 0 for all n 1 N1 Thus, 
{Ayn} 1s of one sign 
If Ayn < 0 for all n 2 N, then clearly {yn} 1s b ounded If Ayn > 0 for n 2 N1 2 N E N, then 
summing equation (1) from Nl + 1 to n, we obtain 
or 
where 
and 
so 
IfO<a<l,then 
or 
If a! = 1, then 
Let Nz be a fixed mteger such that Nl + 1 < N2 < n - 1 Then 
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where 
Hence, 
implies 
O” 1 
c -<CQ 
7X=1 rn 
This m turn implies that CF=‘=, R, < 00 Hence, hmsup,,, yn < 00 The proof 1s now 
complete 
We conclude this paper with the followmg example 
EXAMPLE 4 Consider the difference equation 
A(n(n + l)(n + 2)Ay,-1) - 
(n + 2,;, + 3) Yn = (n + l)(n ! 2)(n + 3) ’ 
n>l (11) 
All condltlons of Theorem 5 are satisfied and hence, all eventually posltlve solutions of (11) are 
bounded In fact {yn} = {l/(n + 1)) 1s such a solution of equation (11) 
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